5 Customer
Service trends
defining the
next normal
Pandemic-fueled trends impacting
the future for customer service talent
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INTRO 

Without question, the pandemic upended almost every aspect of life, but out of initial
chaos came adaptation. At its start, the pandemic sent many home from work, leading

TREND 01
VIRTUAL OPERATING MODELS 

TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

to remote, work-from-home operating models. Shuttered schools shifted learning from
classrooms to kitchens. Parents took on a highly active, hands-on role in their children’s
education. Extended lockdowns led to explosive growth in ecommerce. Along with all
of this, the pandemic transformed both demand and delivery in customer service. It
continues to drive changes in the customer service workforce. As vaccinations rise and

TREND 03
TALENT WITHOUT BORDERS 

health concerns diminish, everyone is anticipating a return to normal. The concept of
“normal,” however, may not look or feel all that familiar. The next normal will bring with it
new ideas, new expectations and new ways of working.

TREND 04
NEW RECRUITING CHALLENGES 

Designed for call center operators and talent acquisition leaders, this ebook serves as
a guide to trends we’re seeing, as we emerge from the pandemic. Some were clearly

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 

prompted by the pandemic, while others were accelerated by it. All will impact the future
for customer service talent. The ebook offers ideas employers can leverage to not simply
adapt to these trends but better match customer service talent to customer demand for

WHAT’S NEXT 

ABOUT 

SOURCES 

great experiences.
Ranging from the way customer service is delivered to the people who deliver it, these
trends impact call center operators, customer service recruiters, the customer service
workforce and the customers they serve.
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The next normal will bring with it new ideas,
new expectations and new ways of working.
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Virtual operating
models
INTRO 

TREND 01
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WIDESPREAD ACCEPTANCE OF REMOTE CUSTOMER SERVICE
While call centers have relocated over the years from city sites to rural sites to offshore
sites, one aspect of call center operations has remained the same, regardless of location:

3-4 years 40%
Time saved in digitizing customer
interactions and internal
operations due to pandemic

Expected post-pandemic
increase in digital customer
service transactions

7%

21%

Customer service representatives would most often be found working together onsite as
TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

a group in a traditional contact center setting. When the pandemic transitioned so many
people and businesses to virtual operating models, the industry quickly learned to adapt
from contact center-based service to remote support. Shifting from a strict brick-and-

TREND 03
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mortar workplace to a remote service setting calls for new approaches to call center work

TREND 04
NEW RECRUITING CHALLENGES 

REMOTE CUSTOMER SERVICE DELIVERY WORKS

and agent training.

When a business process change is proposed, it is usually piloted and tested to measure
TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 
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effectiveness and results. Not so with the virtual service delivery of the pandemic. Almost
overnight, call center operators had to switch from onsite to offsite. Agents set up remote
workstations. Businesses migrated to the cloud, and digitization initiatives accelerated
both customer interactions and internal operations by three to four years.1 For this
particular “pilot,” there was no need for a formal, post-implementation proof of concept,
as circumstances delivered it in real time. The pandemic showed us that work-from-home
models work. They allow greater flexibility in how work is configured, and they offer new
ways to engage workers.

Remote workers before
the pandemic

Remote workers after
the pandemic

Sources: McKinsey, Forrester, BLS National Compensation Survey
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Moving from bricks to clicks calls for new
approaches to call center work and agent training.
INTRO 

TREND 01
VIRTUAL OPERATING MODELS 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
The pandemic has proven that with the right technology and the right talent, it is possible
to deliver outstanding customer service, regardless of where an agent sits. In the past,
face-to-face interaction was a natural option. Now everyone is more comfortable with

TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

virtual connections. Many operators plan to continue to provide remote support in the
future, with experts predicting an increase in digital customer service transactions of
40%.2 Pre-Covid, about 7% of Americans (9.8 million) worked remotely.3 Post-Covid,

TREND 03
TALENT WITHOUT BORDERS 

analysts expect a 300% increase in remote workers to encompass 21% of the workforce.4
Other considerations as you look to the future of customer service:

TREND 04
NEW RECRUITING CHALLENGES 

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 

• A switch to either all-remote or some type of hybrid operating model offers the
potential for a reduced physical footprint and lower real estate costs.
• Traditional classroom instruction for new call center hires must be reconfigured to
meet the needs of remote workers. As an example, H&R Block introduced virtual reality
training during the pandemic to enhance interpersonal skills for remote agents, 70% of

WHAT’S NEXT 

ABOUT 

SOURCES 

whom preferred it over traditional training methods.5
• A combination of technology tools and new training for supervisors is required to track
productivity and coach performance on a virtual basis.

How will the shift to a remote
or hybrid operating model impact
the way you source talent?
“ Customer service representatives
have a critical role to play in ensuring
a positive customer experience with
every contact, whether in or out of a
call center. We look for candidates with
an ability to actively listen, empathize
and make an authentic connection with
a caller. Remote agents must also be
agile, able to think on their feet and
act independently to address customer
needs, regardless of location.”
Doug Pfeffenberger, Director, RPO Recruitment
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Customer
experience
INTRO 

TREND 01
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But when customer
experience EXCELS…

93%

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE IS THE NEW HOLY GRAIL

of customers make
repeat purchases.9

Moving work offsite in a matter of days due to the pandemic sent call center operators
scrambling to switch to a remote operating model at a time when demand for customer
service was exploding. The action accelerated adoption of new technologies to

TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

accommodate remote work. It also spurred significant changes in how customer service
support was delivered by agents who had to quickly adapt to new ways of working and
interacting with customers, coworkers and supervisors. The overarching goal then and

TREND 03
TALENT WITHOUT BORDERS 
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now is to ensure positive, brand-building customer experiences.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
We all know, either inherently or from real-life experience, that customer experience
is important. A positive customer experience can strengthen brand reputation, drive

TREND 05
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customer loyalty and lead to higher revenues over the lifetime of a relationship. Consider
these facts:
When customer experience misses expectations...

29% 80% $41B
of customers are
disappointed.6

of consumers will switch
to another company.7

is lost by U.S. businesses
each year.8
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Customer experience
changes the game.
INTRO 
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THE ROLE OF THE CSR IN CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Call center operators need to leverage technology, optimize operating protocols and

Without line of sight connection to a remote agent, successful service delivery

adjust agent performance coaching and management practices to ensure good

will depend more on an agent’s skills and capabilities than the guidance and

customer experiences are delivered remotely. Understanding that “… good customer

close supervision of a talented team leader. Call center operators will need

service starts with the people you hire,” employers need to focus on strengthening

to source, engage and manage front-line talent differently for offsite service

soft skills for customer service representatives. These include active listening,

delivery of outstanding customer experiences.

10

empathy and communication. CSRs must deliver authenticity in every interaction,
TREND 03
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because when given the opportunity to improve customer service experience,
businesses can boost revenue by as much as 8% above competitors.11

What Customers Expect from CSRs

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 
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33%
EFFICIENT

29%
EMPOWERED

17%
COURTEOUS

14%
HUMAN

7%

CONSULTATIVE

Source: Salesforce.com
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Talent without
borders
INTRO 

TREND 01
VIRTUAL OPERATING MODELS 

THE TALENT PIPELINE KNOWS NO BORDERS
In the past, when a call center set up shop in a community, it became a magnet for jobs.

limited an employer’s ability to find the best matches of candidate to skills requirements
and job fit. The rise of remote customer service opens up a world of opportunity for both
call center candidates and operators. Without a geographic limit on sourcing talent,

TREND 03
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WHAT’S NEXT 

employers can search for the best fit for every role. That may help reduce the high
turnover typical of the call center environment.

Hire for talent,
not location.
EXPLORE NEW SOURCES OF TALENT

ABOUT 

SOURCES 

75%

The talent pool, however, was typically limited to prospective employees who lived in
commutable proximity to the call center. That need to source talent locally might have

TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

The war for talent continues
Three quarters of employers still struggle
to fill positions as a result of skills gaps.

Opening up talent pipelines previously restricted by geographic proximity to a physical
site calls for identifying new talent sources, beyond the local community. Remote/virtual
models allow employers to tap into specialized skills, e.g., unique language capabilities or

Job candidates are open to change; employers should be too
Of workers who lost jobs due to the pandemic:

63%
changed
industries

product knowledge. They also offer opportunities to broaden the diversity and inclusion of
the workforce by reaching out to sectors of the population that may not reside locally, e.g.:

Sources: The Conference Board, Harris/USA Today

• Veterans
• People with disabilities
• Diverse talent pools that match the diversity of customers served
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Other considerations as you refine your sourcing strategy:
• In a traditional call center, the employer expected to be able to closely supervise
employees, with line-of-sight proximity. Remote work requires some rethinking of the
job candidate skills and character traits required for a successful hire.
• Employers will need to invest in technology tools to facilitate virtual recruiting,
interviewing, onboarding, etc. or partner with a recruiting expert to support this need.
• Hiring managers will require training support and coaching to ensure confidence in
INTRO 

making remote hiring decisions or the expertise of a valued customer service recruiting
and staffing partner.

TREND 01
VIRTUAL OPERATING MODELS 

TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Sourcing from a wider talent pool won’t necessarily make it easier to find the best
fit. Despite so many people out of work in the past year due to the pandemic, 75% of
employers still struggle to fill positions as a result of skills gaps.12 With that in mind,

TREND 03
TALENT WITHOUT BORDERS 

call center employers should be open-minded about nontraditional sources and types
of candidates. Don’t limit the possibilities of finding great employees by sticking to
traditional ideas about customer service capabilities. More than 60% of workers who

TREND 04
NEW RECRUITING CHALLENGES 

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 

lost jobs during the pandemic have switched to a new industry.13 Look beyond call
centers and consider any candidate who has experience engaging with customers, e.g.,
candidates who have worked in retail, restaurants, healthcare and hospitality.

WHAT’S NEXT 

ABOUT 

SOURCES 

When sourcing talent everywhere,
why not hire the best anywhere?
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New recruiting
challenges
INTRO 

TREND 01
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NEW CHALLENGES ARISE IN ENTICING CANDIDATES BACK TO WORK
When the economy went into lockdown mode in 2020, millions of Americans lost their
jobs through no fault of their own. Depending upon the severity of the public health
emergency and its impact on the local community, many found themselves out of work

TREND 02
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

for an extended period of time. For some, even when local conditions allowed for a return
to work, family needs—from childcare to elder care to distance learning—precluded their
ability to do so. As a result, some people have been forced to rely on state and federal

TREND 03
TALENT WITHOUT BORDERS 

TREND 04
NEW RECRUITING CHALLENGES 

government sources as well as family resources for financial support for far longer than
anticipated.
To help people through the crisis, government subsidies sometimes did more than replace
regular wages; they exceeded them. When lower-wage workers found themselves
making more money to stay home than return to regular employment, employers faced

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 

an unexpected challenge: New strategies are needed to entice reluctant job candidates to

WHAT’S NEXT 

NEW STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS UNINTENDED
SIDE EFFECTS OF PANDEMIC UNEMPLOYMENT

ABOUT 

SOURCES 

not only choose customer service but choose work over stay-at-home options.

The longer anyone is away from the routine of regular work, the harder it can be to rejoin
the workforce. When staying home is more lucrative than working, there is an even
greater disincentive to go back to work. In a move that might have helped overcome that
reluctance and to jumpstart the state economy, Idaho set aside $100 million in federal
coronavirus relief funds to offer a “return-to-work” incentive of up to $1,500 to entice the
unemployed back to work.14

68%

More than two-thirds of people who
lost jobs due to the pandemic made
more money out of work than at work.
Source: University of Chicago
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Beyond cash bonuses and pay bumps, there are other, less costly strategies for those
recruiting customer service talent to consider. Employers need to do more than simply
advertise customer service job openings, however; they need to position opportunities
in new ways and with new target audiences. Consider these examples:
• The same customer service characteristics and outlook that made an individual
successful in a field such as retail or hospitality are well-suited and easily
transferable to call center operations.
INTRO 

• Working in a call center is an excellent way to learn about a new business.
• Call center employment offers immediate financial security (i.e., government

TREND 01
VIRTUAL OPERATING MODELS 
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TREND 03
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TREND 04
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subsidies will eventually end and then lots more people will be competing for jobs).
• Benefits, both baseline and any enhanced perks available to employees, should be
highlighted, especially when recruiting candidates from other fields that may not
have offered benefits.
• Flexible scheduling, if available, can accommodate family and other personal
obligations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
As everyone adjusts to life on the other side of COVID-19, many people are rethinking
future job prospects, given the uncertainty experienced during the pandemic. That

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 

WHAT’S NEXT 

makes it an opportune time for call center operators to position customer service job

No matter where a
candidate worked
pre-pandemic,
customer service is
an excellent career
choice in our postpandemic world.

opportunities as an excellent way to ease back into the workforce. This is especially
true for people who worked in retail, restaurants and hospitality. Offer a warm
welcome to prospective employees who may be new to the industry but whose
customer service skills could be a natural fit.

ABOUT 

SOURCES 
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Flexibility

The 24x7 online availability of information, entertainment, retail “therapy” and more has created
high expectations for instant access to almost everything, including customer service. Providers
have pursued multiple strategies to extend the availability of support, from multi-channel options,
including self-service, to follow-the-sun support models. Although customers may need (and
expect) support at any hour on any day, 24x7 support is not viable for most providers. Matching
predictable demand cycles to resource availability is another option that not only addresses
customer need, it meets the increasing desire from employees for more flexible work schedules.

INTRO 
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WHAT’S NEXT 

WORK AND WORKERS CALL FOR GREATER FLEXIBILITY

resources to variable call volumes. Flexibility is highly prized by job candidates who learned

The pandemic not only shifted lives, it reshaped lifestyles. Traditional notions of 9-to-

during the pandemic that achieving a better balance between work and personal life has less

5 work went out the window. Whether due to remote work, health concerns or locally

to do with blocking specific hours for each but rather how all hours are spent. Real life requires

mandated lockdowns, people were online 24x7. Schedules that previously followed work

greater flexibility. By offering employees shorter on-duty stints, often at nontraditional times, call

time/family time/leisure time traditions became far more flexible than they had been.

center operators can more efficiently and effectively match resources to demand, reducing costs

Activities from watching to reading to talking to shopping no longer followed familiar

and contributing to greater employee and customer satisfaction. A bonus? Shortening “on-duty”

start and stop patterns. Peak hours shifted, leaving call center operators scrambling to

times can be less stressful to call center agents, keeping them fresh, leading to better customer

match support resources to customer needs. All of this underscored a need for greater

experiences.

flexibility in scheduling work at a time when workers were also looking for increased
flexibility in when they worked to more closely match lifestyle and family needs.

RECONFIGURING SUPPORT SCHEDULING TO FLEX WITH DEMAND

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
While the concept of 9-to-5 customer service has long been considered a dinosaur, the standard
8-hour work shift still persists. Even though call center operators have introduced multiple

The speed of technology has made people more impatient. Customers in need of support

strategies to extend coverage to customers over the years, there has been less flexibility for

have made that abundantly clear. For instance: 31% of customers expect responses to

employees who appreciate options of part-time work and varying start and stop times for work

email inquiries in one hour or less, yet the average email response time is nearly 36 hours.

shifts. With increased demand for remote work options for agents, operators should look for ways

Most companies (70%) never respond to an email, which underscores the need to provide

to introduce greater variability into working hours to more effectively address the desire from both

more options for support.

employees and customers for increased flexibility.

15

ABOUT 

Consider moving away from the traditional 8-hour shift to shorter shifts, split shifts, etc. to flex

SOURCES 

Real life requires greater flexibility.
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Flexibility is the new workplace currency.
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53%
48%

Most employees say greater
work/life balance and
personal well-being are very
important to them when
considering a new job.

Nearly half of all women
actively looking for a new
employer agree work/life
balance is an important
consideration in job search.
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51%

SOURCES 

Source: Gallup

The majority of U.S. workers
would quit their current job
for one that allows flextime.

To facilitate new models of
flexible staffing, what strategies
can a call center operator employ
to attract job candidates to this
new type of flexible work?
“With the availability of powerful
scheduling applications, call center
operators have the ability to match
customer demand to employee
demand for greater flexibility.
The result will likely be a greater
bottom line.”
Kristen Barnow, Chief Operating Officer
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What’s next in
customer service
INTRO 

After the pandemic, will call center operations return to business as usual? Should they?
Given all the uncertainty of recent life, it’s a great time to rethink the future. As we move

TREND 01
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TREND 02
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beyond the pandemic and try to redefine notions of normal, it’s clear the next normal
will bring with it new ideas, new expectations and new ways of working. What does the
future hold? Expect to see the growth of more hybrid operating models, accommodating
worker expectations for new ways of working to deliver outstanding experiences with
greater flexibility.

TREND 03
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For call center operators, the goal, as always, is to employ agents with the skills and
capabilities to engage customers and deliver the best experience possible. Increasing
customer retention rates drives loyalty, tenure and repeat business. Beyond producing
quality products at a fair price, every business needs to ensure customers remain satisfied
with the brand, even when things go wrong. That’s where call center talent comes in.

TREND 05
FLEXIBILITY 

Customer service is not simply a way to temporarily fill a resume gap; it can offer a
robust career path with good, long-term growth opportunities. Today, the talent pipeline
is expanding. Customer service employers can take advantage of that to appeal to a

WHAT’S NEXT 

completely new set of candidates with the customer-facing skills critical to building highquality customer relationships. We’d love to discuss your questions, concerns and pain

ABOUT 

points as you work to access the right talent to strengthen your workforce capabilities
and deliver outstanding customer experiences.

SOURCES 
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Specializing in IT and customer experience,
Tential delivers purpose-built solutions
to take on emerging opportunities and
everyday challenges. Tential offers
high-volume, contract, contract-to-perm,
and class-based recruiting services.
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